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Abstract 
Muslim man and woman are given complete legal capacity under Islamic law provided that they 
are sane, have attained their puberty and are prudent. Marriage is a legal contract which 
possesses high significance and sacredness in Islamic law. Muslim jurists, therefore, provide 
certain principles and conditions to secure it from defective decisions. Guardianship, in 
Shar┘’ah, is the legal authority of a person, who is  fully competent to safeguard the rights and 
interests of another who is incapable of doing it independently due to no or limited legal 
capacity.  According to ╓anafi School of law, a mature free Muslim woman has complete legal 
capacity to enter in to the marriage contract. Guardian’s absence in her marriage does not make 
the marriage contract invalid provided it fulfills other conditions. The principal aim of this 
paper is to examine legal capacity and guardianship in marriage and to investigate the extent 
of the guardian's authority to conclude a marriage in the case where he has the right of 
compulsion and in the case where he does not have it. The paper also emphasizes the 
significance of presence of guardian for protection of woman’s welfare and that it should not 
restrict woman’s legal capacity in marriage.  

Keywords: Muslim Woman, ╓anafi School of Law, Marriage Contract, 
Guardianship, Marriage Consent, Legal Capacity    

Introduction  
The exclusiveness of the Muslim marriage rules has made it an interesting topic for 
discussion among legal authorities and jurists. A Muslim marriage (nik┐╒)  has its rules which 
had been laid down by the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet (PBUH).  It is viewed as an 
important and sacred union between a man and woman. The Qur’an discusses marriage as 
follows:  

“Among His signs is that He created for you spouses from yourselves so that 
you might find repose with them. And He has placed between you affection 

and mercy. In that there are certainly signs for people who reflect.” 
1
 

Qur’an in 4:21 also proclaims marriage as a solemn covenant (mith┐q-i-ghal┘╘)2 

The Messenger of Allah said that marriage fulfills half of one’s religious obligations. Anas b. 
Malik (may Allah be pleased with him) reported that the Messenger of Allah said:  

“Whoever Allah provides with a righteous wife, then Allah has assisted him 

in half of his religion. Let him fear Allah regarding the second half.”3 

Muslim jurists (fuqah┐) have discussed that marriage is a religious duty and is therefore a 
moral safeguard and a social necessity. As a religious obligation it should be fulfilled but like 
all other obligations in Shar┘‘ah, it is enjoined only upon those who are capable of meeting 
the responsibilities it involved. The principal view among the jurists is that although 
marriage is a social necessity, but it is not absolutely obligatory for every individual. 
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Therefore, they have classified individuals with regard to their marriage legal ability from 
Shar┘‘ah perspective.   

‘Abdur Ra╒┘m in Muhammadan Jurisprudence writes:  

"The Muhammadan jurists regard the institution of marriage as combination 
of both i.e. the nature of ‘ib┐d┐t (devotional act) and Mu‘┐mal┐t (dealings) 

among men".4  

Legal capacity of spouses in marriage contract in Shar┘‘ah 
In Islamic Law, man or woman, is a subject of the Shar┘‘ah i.e. (mukallaf) under legal 
obligation. Every living human being is therefore, mukallaf  regardless of sex, colour, creed, 
age or mental and physical ability or disability5. For fulfilling conditions of the complete 
legal capacity one must be sane (‘┐qil),  should have attained puberty (b┐ligh), and must have 

prudence (rushd)
6
.  

Legal capacity (ahliyyah) is essentially the fitness of a person to enter into obligation, that is, 
to bind and be bound. According to jurists, marriage contract is similar to other financial 
contracts due to certain commonalities, such as:   

1. the integrals of offer and acceptance,  

2. the existence of two transacting parties,  

3. Just witnesses, and  

4. rulings related to contractual conditions
7
.  

According to the general rules of contract in Islamic law, the consent of both parties is a 

precondition without which the contract is null and void.
8
 

Guardianship- meaning and significance in marriage: 
Guardianship is defined as : 

“the legal authority invested in a person fully qualified and competent to 
safeguard the interest and rights of another who is incapable of doing so 
independently, that is someone who has limited or no legal capacity. It is 
authority of a father or near male relative over minor, insane or 

inexperienced persons who need protection of interests and guardianship”
9
.  

Wil┐yah (guardianship) in marriage is a kind of protection instituted by Islamic law to secure 
the interest of a woman's rights at the time of her  marriage contract. Islamic law established 
the principles of guardianship on the basis of compassion, support, and assistance to women.  

There are two opinions about marriage of a minor: 

First: the opinion of two prominent jurists Ab┴ Bakr al-A╖amm and Ibn Shubrumah who 

say that child marriage is not allowed by Shar┘‘ah
10

. They give basis of their view mentioned 
in the following verses of the Qur’┐n:  

And test the orphans [in their abilities] until they reach marriageable age. 
Then if you perceive in them sound judgement, release their property to 
them. And do not consume it excessively and quickly, [anticipating] that they 
will grow up. And whoever, [when acting as guardian], is self-sufficient 
should refrain [from taking a fee]; and whoever is poor - let him take 
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according to what is acceptable. Then when you release their property to 

them, bring witnesses upon them. And sufficient is Allah as accountant11.  

Second view is of ╓anafi, Sh┐fi‘i, M┐liki and ╓anbali jurists on this issue that marriage of 

minor is lawful provided it is constructed by marriage guardian
12

.  

The most important difference between male and female children with respect to freedom 
to marry was a consequence of the rules of emancipation. Whereas a male child was 
automatically emancipated from his father's jurisdiction upon reaching biological and social 
maturity, a female was not emancipated from her father's jurisdiction until two additional 
requirements were satisfied i.e. “entry into her marital home and the testimony of reliable 
witnesses that she could successfully manage her property"13. 

The marriage guardian, mostly the father
14

, could contract his minor ward in marriage in an 
exercise of guardianship (wil┐yah) with the meaning that the girl’s consent was not required 
although it was recommended that she be in agreement.  

According to Imam Ab┴ ╓an┘fah: 

 “the guardian has full authority to marry his minor girl whether she is a virgin 
or previously married. ╓anafi School of law however, allows an incumbent at 
the age of puberty to repudiate a marriage contracted before puberty by 
guardians other than the father or grandfather. Furthermore, this school of 
law allows a mature woman to choose her husband and conclude the marriage 

contract herself”.
15

 

The other schools of Islamic law
16

 allowed the authority of guardianship only to the father 
and in some cases determined the grandfather or father as appointed agent. In case of 
absence of these guardians, other guardians have to wait until the woman give consent after 
attainment of puberty. The agreement (┘j┐b and qub┴l) by the two parties to the marriage 
contract, involves the bridegroom and on the other the bride’s guardian whom she has 
authorized to conclude the contract on her behalf thus giving her consent.  

Legal Capacity of Woman and marriage consent: 
In Muslim law the consent is essential element in marriage negotiations because marriage 
under Islam is a contract. A Muslim marriage is contracted by means of declaration and 
consent, both to be expressed in the priorities. The contract of marriage in its essence is a 
consent on the part of man and woman to cohabit with each other only. A Muslim marriage 
contracting between two persons possessing the capacity to enter into the contract is valid 
and binding, if entered into by mutual consent. The parties must understand the nature of 
the marriage contract and there must be mutual consent otherwise without these elements 
no contract of marriage can be valid, so free consent  in case of adult person, is not only 
essential for a valid marriage but is absolutely necessary.  

Some of the contemporary jurists, such as Sa'┘d Mu╖taf┐, says that:  

“ unjustified prevention of marriage is a failing in duty rather than an abuse of 
right; i.e. guardianship is intended to be in the interest of the person to whom 
it applies. The estimation of this benefit is left to the guardian according to 
what he sees as the fitness or otherwise of the suitor. He has the right not to 
give in marriage the person under his guardianship to someone who is not her 
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equal and the right to object to a marriage and demand separation. The right 
of the guardian, like any other right, is restricted by the requirement that it be 

used for the purpose for which it exists” 
17

. 

Views of Jurist regarding Legal capacity of Muslim woman in marriage: 
The marriage contract is not exception, however due to its scared character Muslim jurists 
have tried to provide certain precautions so that marriage institute is secured  from defective 
decisions. 

1) Views of Jurists of Sh┐fi‘i and M┐liki Schools of thought: 
According to Sh┐fi‘i and M┐liki' schools, the consent of an adult virgin Muslim woman is 
essential for validity of the contract of marriage but she cannot enter into it on her own 

behalf without the Guardian (wali)
18

. The consent of an adult virgin is not sufficient for the 
completion of the marriage contract; it must be given through the guardian. Thus, as per 
Sh┐fi‘i and M┐liki' schools, a woman cannot personally consent to the marriage. The 
guardian (wali)’s will and agreement is required by the Sh┐fi‘i and M┐liki  schools to 
complement the recognized capacity of the woman, to understand the nature of the 
contract, to settle the terms, and to guard the woman from being victimized by a deceitful 

contract, or from marrying a person morally or socially unfit for her.
19

   

 “A mature married or unmarried woman who attained puberty and the 
quality of prudence may dispose of her properties with or without 
consideration of guardian”.  

This is the opinion of Sh┐fi’i’s, ╓anafi’s and of Ibn ╓anbal, prevalent in ╓anbali teachings.
20

 
It however is not the case in Maliki School of law. According to it, an unmarried woman has 
restricted legal capacity until she marries. The basis of this opinion is that her father may 
always conclude her marriage without her permission and that restrict her full capacity. 
Even after her marriage a woman, by the jurists of Maliki school of law, still as partially 
detracted from full capacity due to the acts she performs without consideration, such as 
issuing guarantees or making gifts are not allowed without the husbands authorization. 
Somehow, acts of disposition with proper consideration such as selling, buying or letting are 

allowed with no need for husband’s authorization
21

.    

2) Views of ╓anafi School of Law on Legal capacity of woman: 
“According to the authoritative opinion of Ab┴ ╓an┘fah and Ab┴ Y┴suf a 
marriage of a mature woman is concluded without the consent and presence 
of a matrimonial guardian. This is because she disposes of something which 
she is exclusively entitled by being sound of mind and age. For this reason she 
is entitled to dispose of her property. The principle here is that whoever may 
dispose of his property by his own right may conclude his own marriage” 

Imam Ab┴ ╓an┘fah maintained that it is not obligatory for a sane, adult woman to have a 
guardian. Based on this argument that she is entitled to conduct her own marriage contract 
whether she was previously married or a virgin and restricted the wil┐yah exclusively to 
prepubescent females. On the other hand, he maintained that it is a delegation, not 
guardianship, for the sane, adult female. A marriage of a mature woman is concluded 
without the consent of guardian. 
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The Sunni school of thoughts allow a father and other guardians to contract marriage of their 
ward. The jurists of these schools however differ among themselves on the binding 
authority of guardian and the legal status of marriage contracted by him. Muslim Jurists 
differentiate between two situations.  

First, there is no disagreement between the jurists in principle regarding the fact that 
woman who has previously marriage experience, i.e. (thaiyyab) who can choose their new 
husbands. However they disagree on whether the woman can conclude her marriage by 

own single will or must her consent be combined with that of her male guardians
22

. 

Among ╓anafis the capacity of a woman who is adult and sane, to contract herself in 
marriage is absolute and guardians consent is not substitute for woman consent. However, 
in Sh┐fi‘i's and M┐liki's Law though the consent of adult virgin is same as in ╓anafis but she 
cannot contract herself in marriage without the intervention of a wali. So, in Sh┐fi‘i's and 
M┐liki's schools the consent of adult virgin is not sufficient for the completion of the 
marriage contract. It must be through the legal guardian. The consent may be given either in 
express terms or by implification. In the case of a girl who has once married or who is 
mature to understand the nature of the marriage contract, the consent is required to be 
expressive. In the case of virgin girl, the jurists of all schools hold the similar view that 
smiling or remaining silent may be construed to imply consent.   

The Prophet (SAW) has said, a virgin must be consulted in everything regarding herself, and 
if she is silent, it signifies consent.  

‘└yishah narrated: I said "Oh Allah's messenger, a woman feels shy to give consent in 

marriage", he said, her consent is expressed by her silence
23

. 

According to the views of the ╓anafi jurists, the mature woman is not subject to the consent 
of the guardian but could contract her own marriage. Woman has full legal capacity to 
choose her prospective husband, look at him and get to know about him without coercion 
on the part of her father or other relatives. Therefore, her guardian has the right to object 
her choice on a man not fulfilling the requirements of  suitability(kufw). 

Imam Y┴suf and Imam Mu╒ammad both have the view that: 

“ any woman who  wants to enter her marriage contract, if the partner is 
according to her status then marriage of both will be done. Only the guardian 
has the right to raise objection if the husband was not according to her status. 
If both were agreed and they had the same status then the right of guardian 

will abrogate”24 

Al-Maww┐q quotes the Andalusian jurist, Ibn Lubb, as saying that the requirement of a 
guardian is only to assure that the (requirement of) kaf┐’ah is met, (which is accomplished) 
by means of the guardian's judgment. 

Basis of Requirement of Kufw: 
According to the ╓anafi School of Law, the guardian may object her choice of prospective 
husband if he does not fulfill the requirements of Kufw i.e. the he has no good qualities, or 
she marry for less than the appropriate dower or it become apparent that her husband will 

deceive her in regard to his own financial position
25

.The woman must specify the dower 
appropriate to a woman of her family and status.Imam Abu Hanifa declares that: 
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 “If she selects a suitable match and does not settle for a reduced dower, then 

the marriage is valid and allowed.”26  

Her consent is essential for the validity of marriage consent. Imam Ab┴ ╓an┘fah ruled that : 

“If the woman contracts herself in marriage without a guardian and the groom 

is of equal social standing (Kufw), the contract is permissible”27. 

Evidences by the jurists of ╓anafi School of Law: 
This position of validity held by the ╓anafi School is based on many evidences, and it would 
not be possible to explain all of them here with their implications.  

1. Allah Most High says: 

“When you divorce women, and they fulfil the term of their waiting period 
(‘iddah), do not prevent them from marrying their (former) husbands, if they 

mutually agree on equitable terms.”28 

In this verse, Allah Most High attributes the conducting of marriage to women which is an 
indication that they are able to marry themselves without the permission and approval of 
their guardian. Moreover, the guardians are instructed not to interfere by preventing them 
from marrying their former husbands. 

2. At another place Allah Most High says:  

“If any of you dies and leaves widows behind, they shall wait concerning 
themselves four months and ten days: When they have fulfilled their term (of 
‘iddah), there is no blame on you if they dispose of themselves (marry 

themselves off) in a just and reasonable manner.”29 

In this verse also, there is clear indication that women have full rights of marrying 
themselves and do not require the approval of their guardian. 

3. ‘Abdullah b. ‘Abbas (Allah be pleased with him)narrates that the Messenger of Allah 
(peace be upon him) said:  

“Ayyim woman has more rights in managing her own affairs (i.e. marriage 
etc.) than her guardian, and a virgin’s consent must be sought concerning 

herself, and her silence implies her consent.”30 

In this ╓ad┘th, the term ayyim means a woman who has no husband (man l┐ zawja lah┐) and 
includes both virgin and non-virgin women. The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) is 
clearly stating that she is more rightful than her guardian in managing her own affairs in 
terms of marriage and other similar things. 

4. ‘Ali b. Ab┘ ║┐lib (Allah be pleased with him) would strongly advise against marrying 
without the guardian’s approval, but if someone was to go ahead and marry, he 

would consider their marriage to be valid31.  

5. As for the ╓ad┘ths indicating that marriage without the guardian’s approval is 

completely invalid: “There is no marriage without the (permission of a) guardian”32 
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And “Any woman who marries without the permission of her guardian, her marriage is 
invalid, invalid, invalid”33, Zafar Ahmad Uthmani states in his encyclopedic work, I‘l┐al-
Sunan, that:   

“…a╒┐d┘th mentioned above such as her marriage is invalid, in some 
situations and that situation is when she marries herself off to a person who is 
not considered a legal match to her. These are to be understood in light of the 
other a╒┐d┘th that point to the validity of such a marriage. As such, the 
generality in these two ╒ad┘ths is restricted to pubescent (non-b┐lighah) and 
slave women, whilst adult and free women are to be excluded from this 
general ruling due to the evidences favouring the validity of their marriages 
without the guardian’s approval. There is no complete and blessed marriage 
without the permission of the guardian but the marriage in of itself is valid 
provided the woman marries a person who is a legal match to her”.  

6. Moreover, the two reporters of these two Hadiths, Sayyeda A’isha and Imam Zuhri 
(Allah be pleased with them) have both opposed the ruling given in them.  

Sayyida ‘└yishah (Allah be pleased with her) married off ╓afsah bint Abdurra╒m┐n without 
the approval of her guardian, whilst Imam Zuhri is reported to have said:  

“Any woman who marries herself without her guardian’s approval, her 
marriage is valid”.  

It is an accepted principle that if the reporter of a narration himself or herself contradicts 
that which is being reported, then his/her reported ╓ad┘th should not be taken as its literal 
meanings, but rather understood in light of the reporter’s action34. 

7. All of this, the two ╓ad┘ths have certain deficiencies from a transmittal (isn┐d) point 
of view. The above explanation determines that if a woman marries a person who is 
not considered a legal match to her without the approval of her guardian, then her 
marriage will be invalid.  

Marriage without the guardian’s approval is valid: 
This ruling is for all types of women, virgin, non-virgin, widow or divorced. Marrying 
someone who is a legal match is the guardian’s right as much as it is the right of the woman.  

Shaykh Mu╒ammad Qudri writes: 

“…It is the right of a free and legally responsible woman to marry herself 
without the approval of her guardian, whether she is a virgin or non-virgin. 
This marriage will stand as valid if the husband whom she married is a legal 
match to her…” 

“…And if she (free and legally responsible woman, whether virgin or non-
virgin) married herself off to someone who is not a legal match to her without 
the explicit approval of her guardian before the marriage contract, then her 
marriage would be invalid altogether, and the permission given by the 
guardian later on will be of no consequence (meaning a new marriage 

contract will have to be performed should the guardian agree later on).” 35 
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For the ╓anafi jurists, the woman could choose to reject the marriage when she achieved 
majority on reaching puberty, exercising the option of puberty (khiy┐r al-bul┴gh) unless the 
marriage had been contracted by her father or paternal grandfather.  

Guardian is authorize to settle the terms of the marriage contract: 
╓anafi School of law has the view that an adult woman is always entitled to give her consent 
without the intervening of Guardian. The ╓anafi School of law rendered complete consent 
to woman dependent on her achievement of legal majority (at the onset of puberty).  

“when a girl is adult and discreet, no one has a right to be her guardian, but it 
is nevertheless becoming and proper for her to authorize her father or 
grandfather to settle the terms of the contract for her. If she has no father or 
grandfather, it would be well for her to appoint her brother to act on her 

behalf”.
36

  

Zafar Ahmad Uthmani states: 

“We (also) hold the position that a marriage without the approval of the 
guardian is invalid in some situations, even if the woman is an adult (b┐lighah) 
or non-virgin/widow(thayyibah), such as when she marries herself off to 
someone who is not her legal match and her guardian does not approve of it”. 37 

The above mention argument clearly shows that the guardian in marriage has the authority 
to safeguard the interest of the ward in respect to the same match of the groom for the 
bride. 

Conclusion :  
Shar┘‘ah provides complete legal capacity to women regarding marital issues. According to 
the juristic  opinion by ╓anafi School of law a minor girl (i.e. who has not passed the age of 
puberty) cannot conduct her marriage contract due to restricted legal capacity and weakness 
in her understanding which may not be sufficient for her to make a decisive decision. She has 
the right to exercise option of puberty. Muslim Jurists have consensus on the opinion that 
mature Muslim woman, who is a divorcee or a widow, has full legal capacity to perform her 
marriage contract on her own accord and desire. This is due to the fact that she has 
experienced marriage and its associated occurrences therefore Shar┘‘ah allows mature 
woman to have complete legal capacity.  The main disagreement amongst the jurists of 
different schools of law is regarding the issue of a mature woman who is of sound 
understanding and intellect, and attains age of puberty and never has been married 
previously. According to Jurists of ╓anafi school of law, if a mature woman conducts her 
marriage without the permission of her guardian to a man who is compatible in legal and 
social status with her, then she has the complete legal capacity to do so. However 
concluding her marriage contract with the permission of her guardian by a Muslim woman 
is the most preferred and an ideal manner because of modesty.  
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